
 

- The same geology that makes the Gatineau Park a 
stunning panorama, also made the area attractive 
to miners in the 19th and early 20th centuries. 

- The most commonly mined mineral was mica. 

- Mining was a significant employer and part of 
Cantley life in the 1890s to mid 1900s. 

Quick Facts

 MINING IN CANTLEY
A Brief History

Map (Bibliothèque nationale du Québec)  

-   Many small mines opened in Cantley 
originally to extract phosphate (apatite).

-  The mica was mined and then 
transported to Hull, where it was cut and 
processed. 

Blackburn Mine and workers (2nd from right, Foreman Bruce Gow), date unknown. 
Source: Cantley 1889

-  Cantley?s abundant, high quality mica was in great demand, especially during World 
War II. 

- The Dacey Mine and especially the most valuable Blackburn Mine (1878-1964) were 
the largest mica mines, but there were many smaller mines in operation.

- One crystal of mica was removed from the Fleury 
mine  that reportedly weighed more than 500 
pounds (about 227 kilograms). 

- Gary Blackburn tells the story of Cantley miner 
Maynard Burke who was the only man at the 
Blackburn Mine who could push the fully- loaded 
mine car alone! His strength was legendary. 

- According to local legend, when the river was 
flooded for the dam, the workers at a mica mine, 
who had often hung up their tools and work clothes 
on a Friday afternoon, returned Monday morning to 
find only a lake. Divers have reported seeing some 
of their remnants.

Interest ing...

- Possibly many were buried when the mines were closed 
and filled in.

- Nelson Lawlor donated the mine car he found from the 
Dacey Mine and helped to install it in Parc 
Mary-Anne-Phillips in Cantley. 

Mine Cars

- Cantley mine cars 
have disappeared 
along with the mines 
they once worked in. 



 

- You can still find small sheets or pieces of mica in Cantley. 
- Cantley was said to have the best Mica in North America.

MICA
Properties and Uses

When the mines were first established in Cantley, the 
mica was used primarily:

-  as an electrical insulator 
-  in stove and lantern doors
-  in toasters

Historical Uses:

Modern Uses:
Mica is used in:

- make-up (lipstick, eye 
shadows) 

- circuit boards
- aerospace manufacturing 
- paint 
- plastics 
- polymer 
- rubber 
- pharmaceuticals 
- PVC 

- Elastic 
- Flexible 
- Insulating 
- Lightweight 
- Reflective 
- Resilient 
- Transparent 
- Stable when exposed to 

electricity 
- Resilient to moisture    

Can resist extreme temperatures 

Properties:

Mineral: Phlogopite Mica
Localit y: Blackburn Mine, Cantley, Gatineau County, Quebec, Canada




